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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we describe an integer linear programming
(ILP) based datapath scheduling algorithm which uses both
multiple supply voltages and dynamic frequency clocking for
power optimization. The scheduling technique assumes the
number and type of different functional units as resource con-
straints and minimizes the energy delay product (EDP). The
energy savings directly comes from the use of multiple sup-
ply voltages and the performance improvement from dynamic
frequency clocking. The algorithm has been applied to var-
ious high level synthesis benchmark circuits under different
resource constraints. The experimental results show that un-
der various resource constraints using two supply voltage
levels ����� �	��
��� ����� , the average energy reduction is ����� and
the average EDP reduction is ����� .

1. INTRODUCTION

The need for low power synthesis is increasing due to de-
mand of portable systems, thermal considerations, environ-
mental concerns and reliability issues. These factors affect
the battery life, cooling and packaging costs, and use of nat-
ural resources. While the first three factors relate to average
power dissipation, the last factor is mainly influenced by the
peak power dissipation of CMOS circuit. For energy effi-
cient (longer battery life) and high performance (smaller de-
lay) circuits, the energy delay product (EDP) has to be mini-
mized. During low power synthesis, several low power sub-
tasks, such as, scheduling, allocation and binding are per-
formed. In this work, we focus on low power scheduling.

Various low power datapath scheduling techniques have
been reported in the literature. A scheduling algorithm using
”shut-down” technique, multiplexor reordering and pipelin-
ing has been developed in [1]. This system minimizes switch-
ing capacitance for power minimization. Scheduling and re-
source binding algorithms are developed in [2], which re-
duces power by reducing activity of functional units by min-
imizing transition of operands. A multiple supply voltage

scheduling algorithm called MOVER is presented in [3], which
uses ILP formulations. A dynamic programming technique
for multiple supply voltage scheduling is discussed in [4]. A
low power datapath synthesis system called SCALP is dis-
cussed in [5], which uses voltage scaling and capacitance
reduction. A time constrained multiple voltage scheduling
technique is proposed in [6]. A resource constrained schedul-
ing algorithm with multiple supply voltages is given in [7]
which helps in reducing power using multiple supply volt-
ages. In [8], a resource and a latency constrained list-based
scheduling algorithms with multiple supply voltages are dis-
cussed.

The above scheduling techniques are based on a single
clock frequency and consider multiple supply voltages, volt-
age scaling, capacitance reduction, and switching activity re-
duction. Recently, use of dynamic frequency clocking or fre-
quency scaling alongwith multiple supply voltages has been
investigated in developing low power or high performance
VLSI systems [9, 10, 11]. It is evident that by scaling fre-
quency and voltage in a coordinated manner, both energy and
power can be saved while maintaining performance. In [12],
a heuristic algorithm is proposed for low power scheduling
using multiple supply voltages and dynamic clocking. In this
work we describe an ILP based algorithm that uses multiple
supply voltages and dynamic clocking to minimize EDP.

2. ILP FORMULATION TO MINIMIZE EDP

For a data flow graph (DFG), let us assume : (i) ������� to-
tal number of control steps, (ii) ������� number of resources
active in control step � , (iii)  	��� cycle frequency, (iv) !#"%$ �&�
switching at resource ' operating in control step � , (v) �("%$ �&�
load capacitance of resource ' operating in control step � and
(vi) � ")$ � � operating voltage of resource ' operating in con-
trol step � . The total energy consumption of the whole DFG
is given by Eqn. 1. The level converters are considered as re-
sources operating in the control step in which it needs to step
up signal. The dynamic clocking unit (DCU) is responsible



for generating dynamic clock is considered as a resource op-
erating in all the control steps. The energy consumptions of
the level converters and DCU are included.
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The critical path delay of the DFG is given by the summa-
tion of the inverse of the clock frequencies. The energy delay
product can be calculated as the product of the total energy
consumption and the critical path delay as shown in the fol-
lowing equation.
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This would serve as an objective function for the scheduling
algorithm. It may be noted that for single frequency and sin-
gle frequency mode of operation, � ")$ � and  � are the same for
any clock cycle ( � ) and operation ( ' ).

In order to formulate an ILP based model for Eqn. 2
and hence a scheduling scheme for the DFG, we use the fol-
lowing notations : (i) � � total number of operations in
the DFG excluding the source and sink nodes (NO-OPs), (ii)� " � is any operation ' , ��� '�� � , (iii) ����� $ � � func-
tional unit of type  operating at voltage level ! , (iv) "#� $ � �
maximum number of functional unit of type  operating at
voltage level ! , (v) $ " � ASAP time stamp for the opera-
tion � " , (vi)

� " � ALAP time stamp for the operation � " ,
(vii)

����� �)' 
%! 
  � � energy delay product of operation � "
at voltage level ! and operating frequency  , (viii) & "%$ �$ � $ ' �
decision variable which takes the value of � is operation � " is
scheduled in control step � using the functional unit ��� � $ �
and � has frequency  � .
(a) Objective Function : The objective function minimizes
the total energy delay product of the whole DFG represented
in Eqn. 2. Using the decision variable & ")$ �$ � $ ' , we write the
objective function as follows. Minimize :
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(b) Uniqueness Constraints : These constraints ensure that
every operation � " is scheduled to one unique control step
within the mobility range ( $ " , � " ) with a particular supply
voltage and operating frequency. We represent them as, + ' ,
�,� '-� � , �
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(c) Precedence Constraints : These constraints guarantee
that for an operation � " , all its predecessors are scheduled in
an earlier control step and its successors are scheduled in an

later control step. These are modelled as, + ' 
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(d) Resource Constraints : These constraints make sure that
no control step contains more than ��� � $ � operations of type
 operating at voltage ! . These can be enforced as, + � , �D�
�F� ����� and +<! ,
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(e) Frequency Constraints : This set ensures that if a func-
tional unit is operating at higher voltage level then it can be
scheduled in a lower frequency control step, whereas, a func-
tional unit is operating at lower voltage level then it can not
be scheduled in a higher frequency control step. We write
these constraints as, + ' , ��� 'Q� � , + � , ��� �R� � ��� , if
 TSU! , then & ")$ �$ � $ ' � � .

3. ILP SOLUTION

In this section, we will discuss the solution of ILP formula-
tions obtained in the previous section. We are using the same
target architecture and same characterised datapath compo-
nents as used in [12]. The ILP based scheduler which mini-
mizes EDP is outlined in Fig. 1. The first step is to determine
the ASAP and ALAP time stamp of each operation. The
ASAP time stamp is the start time and ALAP time stamp
is the finish time of each operation. These two times pro-
vide the mobility of a operation and the operation must be
scheduled in this mobile range. Then the scheduler finds the
ILP formulations based on the models described in section
2. The scheduler determines the cycle frequencies in step 6,
which are basically the smallest frequencies of all operations
scheduled in a particular cycle. Finally, we estimate the en-
ergy delay product and the energy consumptions of the whole
DFG.

Step 1: Find ASAP and ALAP schedule of the UDFG.
Step 2: Determine the mobility graph of each node.
Step 3: Construct the ILP formulations for the DFG.
Step 4: Solve the ILP formulations using LP-Solve.
Step 5: Find the scheduled DFG.
Step 6: Determine the cycle frequencies.
Step 7: Find the energy and EDP estimates of the DFG.

Figure 1: ILP-based scheduling for low EDP

We illustrate solution of the ILP formulation with the
help of DFG shown in Fig.2. The ASAP schedule is shown in
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Figure 2: Example data flow graph

Fig.2(a) and the ALAP schedule is shown in Fig.2(b). From
the ASAP and ALAP we obtained the mobility graph which
is Fig.2(c). Using this mobility graph, for the resource con-
straint, two multipliers at � � �	� and two ALUs operating at
��� �	� we have the ILP formulations shown in Fig.3. We
solved the formulation using LP-solve and based on the re-
sults we obtained the scheduled DFG shown is Fig.2(d).

4. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

We tested the ILP scheduler with selected benchmark cir-
cuits, such as, (1) Example circuit, (2) FIR filter, (3) IIR fil-
ter, (4) HAL differential equation solver and (5) Auto regres-
sive filter. The FUs used in the processor model are ALUs
and MULTs. The characterised datapath cells are borrowed
from [12]. The following notations are used to express re-
sults : (i)

� > ,
� � are the total energy consumption (in ��� )

for single supply voltage and multiple supply voltage oper-
ations respectively, (ii)

����� > ,
����� � and

�������
are the

energy-delay-products (in � ��� 
�� �	� ) for single supply volt-
age and single frequency, for multiple supply voltage and
single frequency and for multiple supply voltage and dy-
namic clocking operations, respectively, (iii) the percentage
energy savings is calculated as, $ : � 
 :�� � :���:�� ( � ��� and
(iv) the percentage EDP reduction $ : ��� is calculated as,
$ : ��� � 
 : ��� � � :

����� �: ��� � ( ���	� .
The scheduling scheme was simulated using the different

sets of resource constraints : (1) multipliers ( � at � � �	� and
� at � � ��� ) and ALUs ( � at ��� ��� and � at ��� �	� ), (2) multi-
pliers ( � at ��� ��� ) and ALUs ( � at ��� ��� and � at � � ��� ), (3)

/* Objective Function */
min: ������� ������� ���"!#��$�$%� &���� ���'��!#( �)� � �*��������!+��,.-/� & �������.��!
�����/� �����'�����0!1��$�$%� &������/�'�2!3( �/� � �������/�#!4�5,�-%� &'���'� ���6!
�����/� ���7�/� ���0!1��$�$%� &��7�����'�2!3( �/� � �7���'�/�#!4�5,�-%� &'�7�/�����6!
�����/� ���"�%� ���0!1��$�$%� &��"�/���'�2!3( �/� � �"�/�'�/�#!4�5,�-%� &'�"�%�����6!
�����/� ���"�.�����0!1��$�$%� &��"���/�'�2!3( �/� � �"�����/�#!4�5,�-%� &'�"�.� ���6!
�/� �'�8$������9!:-%� � ��$��/���;!<� � $��8$.���/�=!>�/� ? ��$���� ��!>�/� ���7( �/���9!
-/� ���7(����'��!@��� $��"(������A!:��� ? �7( ������!:�%� ���"( �%� �9!>-/� � �7(��%�'��!
� � $ �7( ���/�9!>�/� ? �"( �.� �;!6�/� ���"- �%���=!:-%� � �8-��%����!B� � $��"- �.�/�9!
��� ?��"-�������C
/* Uniqueness Constraints */
��� ��� �"!D�*�������*!E�������/�8!D����������!D�����%���"!D���'������!E���'� �/�7!
������� �GFH� C
�7����� �=!:�7�����'��!:�7�/���/�9!:�7�/�����GFI��C
�"�/��� �"!D�8�%�����*!E�"�%���/�8!D�"�%������!D�"���%���"!D�"�.������!E�"�.� �/�7!
�"����� �GFH� C
�8$.�/� �=!:�8$.�/�'��!:�8$�� �/�9!:�8$�� ���GFI��C
�7( �/� �"!D�"(��/���*!E�7(�� �/�8!D�7(�� ����!D�7(��)���"!D�7( �/����!E�7( ���/�7!
�7(��.� �GFH� C
�"- �%� �=!:�"- �%�'��!:�"-����/�9!:�"-������GFI��C
/* Precedence Constraints */
���"-��/����!0� �"- �%���9!+���"-����/�J!2� �"- �.� ��KL�'���'�����MKL���*�'�/����K
�'���'� �/��K6�'���'� ���NK2�*����� ��K2��� �����NK+��� �'�/��K+���������POQ��C
�'�8$������;!R����$��/���G!R���8$.�����;!S�'�8$�� ���PK>�7����� �NKT�7�/� �'�UK
�7���'����K+�7���'���POQ� C
���"-��/���;!B� �8-��%���G!B� �"- �.���;!Q���"-������PK>�8$.�/� �NKT�8$����'�UK
�8$.������K+�8$.�����POQ� C
���7( �/����!0� �7(��%���9!+���7( ���/�J!2� �7(��.� �9!2�'�7(������J!2���"(��/���9!
�'�7(�� �/��!+���7( ��� ��KL�'�"�.�����MK0���"���/����KL�'�"�.� �/�MKL���8�.��� ��K
�"�/��� ��K+�"�/���'�VK+�"�%���/��K+�"�%�����POQ��C
/* Resource Constraints */
��� ��� �=!:�7�������9!:�"�%� ���9!:����� �'��!>�"�/������!>�"�/�����PW@,/CX�Y9Z\[8]_^ � YAX
��� �'���=!:�7���'�/�9!:�"�%���/�9!:����������!>�"�/�'� ��!>�"�/�'� �PWB��CX�Y9Z\[8]_^ � YAX
�����/� �=!:�"���/���9!:���'���'��!:�"�.���'�PW<,%C X�Y9Z\[8]_^ � YAX
���������=!:�"�����/�9!:���'� ����!:�"�.� ���PW@�/C X�Y9Z\[8]_^ � YAX
�8$.�/� �=!:�7( �/���9!:�8$����'��!:�7(����'�PW@�/C X�Y9`%]a[ � YAX
�8$.�����=!:�7( ���/�9!:�8$�� ����!:�7(�� ���PW<,%C X�Y9`%]a[ � YAX
�7(��%� �=!:�"- �%���9!:�7( �/�'��!:�"-��/�'�PW@�/C X�Y9`%]a[ � YAX
�7(��.���=!:�"- �.�/�9!:�7( ������!:�"-������PW<,%C X�Y9`%]a[ � YAX

/* Frequency Constraints */
��� �'���:Fb,/Cc�������/�:Fd,/Cc�7�/���/�:Fd,%Ce�8�%�'���:Ff,%Ce�"�������:F
,/Cc�8$�� �/�VFR,%Ce�7( �����;FQ,/Ce�7( ���/�;FR,%Ce�8-��.���;FR,%C
/* Zero-One Type Cast */
INT
��� ��� ��ge��� ���'��ge�������/� gh�*���'� �/ge�����/� ��ge�����/�'��ge���'� �/� gh�*�'��� �/g
�7����� ��ge�7�����'��ge�7�/���/� gh�"�/�'� �/ge�"�/��� ��ge�"�/���'��ge�"�%���/� gh�8�%�'� �/g
�"���/� ��ge�"���/�'��ge�"�.� �/� gh�8�.��� �/ge�8$.�/� ��ge�8$.�/�'��ge�8$�� �/� gh��$���� �/g
�7( �/� ��ge�7( �/�'��ge�7(�� �/� gh�"(���� �/ge�7(��%� ��ge�7(��%�'��ge�7( ���/� gh�"( �.� �/g
�"- �%� ��ge�"- �%�'��ge�"-����/� gh�8-��.� �/C

Figure 3: ILP formulations for example DFG



Table 1: Energy and EDP estimates for benchmarks

R Energy Delay Products ( 
 ���������
	 ) Energy Estimates (�
�

)
C A = � � A = � � A = � � >����� :J� :� >��

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

(1) 1 376 332 327 13 6777 2987 55
e 2 376 332 325 14 6777 2987 55
x 3 376 339 329 13 6777 3051 55
p 4 376 339 329 13 6777 3051 55

(2) 1 624 544 541 13 11238 4900 56
f 2 624 544 540 14 11238 4900 56
i 3 624 559 549 12 11238 5028 55
r 4 624 559 549 12 11238 5028 55

(3) 1 624 686 685 No 11238 6174 45
i 2 624 548 546 13 11238 4932 56
i 3 624 558 549 12 11238 5028 55
r 4 624 558 549 12 11238 5028 55

(4) 1 750 657 653 13 13497 5917 56
h 2 750 654 650 13 13497 5885 56
a 3 750 654 662 12 13497 6045 55
l 4 750 672 662 12 13497 6045 55

(5) 1 637 556 549 14 11466 5000 56
a 2 637 556 549 14 11466 5000 56
r 3 637 584 560 12 11466 5256 54
f 4 637 584 560 12 11466 5256 54

multipliers ( � at ��� ��� ) and ALUs ( � at ��� �	� ), and (4) multi-
pliers ( � at � � �	� ) and ALUs ( � at � � ��� ). The experimental
results for various benchmark circuits are reported in Table
1. The energy estimation includes the energy consumption
of the overheads. It is assumed that each resource has equal
switching activity ( ! ")$ � ). The results are reported for two
supply voltages and for switching = 0.5. It is observed that
the energy consumption is increased for higher switching and
decreased for lower switching activity. The energy savings
for the proposed algorithm is listed alongwith other multiple
voltage scheduling algorithms in Table 2.

Table 2: Savings for various scheduling schemes

Bench- % Average energy savings ( >� )
mark This work Shiue Sarrafzadeh Johnson Chang Mohanty
ckts [8] [6] [3] [4] [12]

(2)fir 56 - 23 53 - 46
(3)iir 53 - - 36 - -
(4)hal 55 24 - - 36 40
(5)arf 55 12 18 39 29 39

It is observed that using two supply voltage levels an av-
erage energy reduction of �	�	� and average EDP reduction
was ����� . If in the critical path there are proportionate num-
ber of multipliers and ALUs such that the net performance
degradation due to the low frequency operation of multipliers
can be overcome by high frequency operation of ALUs then
the reduction was significant. With such a scheduler incor-
porated into a low power datapath synthesis tool will greatly
benefit low power processor design especially for compute
intensive applications.
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